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Dean Grayson, thanks very much for your invitation.
It's a pleasure to join you and your guests t~day.
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I want to answer as many of your questions as
possible, -so I will speak only briefly about the critical
nature of the choices facing the country and about our
desperate need for a cohesive, national energy program.
I want to speak briefly, but I also want to speak
urgently.
Last January, President Ford presented Congress
with a plan to reduce our vulnerability to the actions
of foreign oil suppliers and, ultimately, to restore
our energy independence.
Few initiatives by any Chief
Executive have been so comprehensive, so delicately
balanced, and so carefully thought-out.
As a result of the President's energy proposals,
the inertia blocking development of a national energy
policy was overcome.
During the last fe~ weeks, we
have seen resp.onses from the Congress \·:hich, though
inadequate at first, have provided cause for some hope.
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Because of the flexibility, the econoJllic soundness
and -- in the final analysis -- the basic fairness of
the marketplace, the Administration is convinced that
uncontrolled domestic oil and gas prices combined \-lith
import fees 'and excise taxes wi 11 reduce our dependence
on imported oil, and leave the American JIlarketplace
free to do '''hat needs to be done.
In short, He favor
a system that will allow the price of energy to reflect
its true value. to the economy.
There are some \vho seem to disagree. They are
prone to see further Government intrusion into the
economy as the most desirable \;'ay to deal l'li th our
difficulties.
We have heard calls for a quota and allocation
program, and demands for a federal oil import purchasing
authority. These and other proposals would advance
the federal government deeper into the marketplace,
further into the economic decision-making that Arlerican
consumers and businesses have historically exercised,
freely and effectively.
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I am convinced that this is one of the mo~t crucial,
and least discussed aspects of the energy crisis and its
solution. The choice before us goes beyond the oil
industry -- beyond energy policy. "It involves the whole
character of the American economy.
We are, in fact, at one of those pivotal points in
history where the decisions we make will either strengthen
the bas ic soundness of our free market economy, l\'i th its
ingenuity, its flexibility, and -- not least -- its
productivity, or, on the other hand, transfer even
greater power to the government.
And Government control of energy is government power
over "who gets what, l\'hen and lVhere." Decis ions lvhich
once evolved from vigorous competition in the market
place would be made in the isolated confines of the
Washington bureaucracy. And that means, ultimately,
inequity, inflexibility and inefficiency.
.
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Of course, a lot of people are saying that we don't
have to do anyt'hing about energy. They are saying today
that there's plenty of gasoline, that, the energy crisis
will take care of itself, or that the economic climate
is not l'ight to implement an energy plan 110l\'. These are
short views, advanced as a rationalization to do nothing,
and they're dead \vrong.
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Not long ago, this country could formulate its
foreign policy by conslilting its own interests and
those of its allies. Now it must consider -- and l\"eigh
very careful.ly - - the inter'J"sts of others - - interests
which have differed sharply from ours in the past and
may Hell do so in the future.
Once \\'e could handle our economic affai rs ,,,i th an
assurance of stable supplies of vital conunodities at
reasonable and predictable prices. Now we must labor
\vi th the knowledge that our imported oil - - so vi tal
to that production -- can be cut off at a moment's
notice or priced at still more exorbitant levels.
A year ago, these dangers were brought home ~ith
force to the American people. The energy crisis _~
years, even decades in the making -- suddenly became an
every day reality: service station lines and skyrocketing
utility bills became common experiences for all Americans.
Today, the threat is more subtle. But whether we
choose to call it a crisis, or a problem, or a dilemma,
it is no less dangerous and no less persistent. It
has simply taken a different form.
'
A year ago, the energy crisis meant empty gas pumps.
Today it means a nat ional pocketbook ,·:hich is being
emptied to pay quadrupled prices for imported oil. Not
as dramatic as gasoline lines, perhaps -- a bit more
subtle -- but every bit as serious as the shortages of
last year.
In 1970, we paid $3 billion for foreign oil. In
1974, we paid $24 billion. That means that last year
we paid for foreign oil at a rate of more than $100 for
every man, woman and child in the Nation. That translates,
conservatively, into $425 for every AJ:1Crican family.
Last year the United States ran a balance of payments
deficit of slightly more than $10 billion. That could
have been a payment surplus of perhaps $8 billion
even if our 1973 oil payments had merelr doubled. But,
they were not only doubled, but doubled again, to put
this nation in debt.

No\V to sop.le people the balance of payments is a
complicated creature of the econotlists.
But in plain
pay-day terms, it means dollars taken out of American.
pay checks and put into foreign bank accounts.
Sti 11, there are thos e \·:ho have eyes and yet \ViII
not sec· there are those \\Iho continue to deny the danger,
defy the facts, and demand nothing more than "business
as-usual."
But, in 1974 and the years ahead, there is little
political, economic, or social profit in business-as
usual, because it means doing nothing to solve our
increasingly dangerous dependence on i~ported oil.
Doing nothing would mean, by 1977, acquiescing in
a 1000 percent increase over 1970 in the annual cost of
imported oil.
It would mean $32 billion drmvn out of
the American economy and transferred to other nations
in one year.
Now, we in Washington are very glib in tossing around
figures like a $32 billion outflow and a 1000 percent
increase.
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The average American wants to knm·: "'hat r s going to
happen to the family budget. Business-as-usual means
that in 1977 an American family \\Iould payout
and
this is a conservative estimate -- an average of SS7S
to other countries for their oil.
Of course that is not the entire picture.
International
payments have been and ldll continue to be "recycled"
returned to the economies from lV'hich they came.
So, some of our dollars co~e back to us in the form
of purchases of goods and services -- food, machinery,
technology, and so forth.
But those same dollars can
also buy companies, in whole or in part, and this
dimension has led to some controversy.
Foreign investment in the United States is not an
inherently evil phenomenon.
But international cash flmoJ'
can provide no viable, permanent solution to the energy
crisis.
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And, until we solve the energy crisis) we Hill remain
vulnerable to exorbitant prices a.nd to another Ci1IUargo
and cut-off of oil imports.
In fact, the mere threat
of another oPlbargo is, in a way, as effective as the
reality.
An unsettled situation in the :,lidclle East is,
of course, reason for extra worry.
But even if the Hiddle East stabilized overnight,
or next week, or next month, ~e ~ould still face a
situation in which a few nations control most of tl1e
world's oil reserves -- a control that gives them a
dangerous degree of power over production and price.
Think lvhat that kind of pOi·:er could wean for the
future of the United States.
In tlW years I time, if we do nothing, perhaps SO
percent of our petroleum supplies ~ill be coming from
overseas sources.
If all those supplies were cut off,
a six-month embargo would bring a $45 billion drop in
the gross national product.
It's difficult to say
exactly how much it would increase une@ployment, but
it's estimated that the 1973 embargo -- which Jnvolved
only 14 percent of U.S. petroleun consumption -- threw
half a million people out of work.
It's been said that those l~'ho don't learn from
history are condemned to repeat it. \','e should have
learned a lot from the past IS months -- or even the
last few days -- at least enough to try to change the
future.
And no nation is so capable of molding its energy
future as the United States.
Yes, it will require
billions of dollars, but this is a multi-billion dollar
country.
It will require resources, but He have those
in abundance.
It will require some sacrifice, but we
have never shrunk from that in the past.
I may have made our situation sound fairly dismal,
but, in fact, the challenge we face constitutes another
opportunity to demonstrate both our fundamental strcngth
as a people and the ability of a free and unencumbered
Inarketplace to rcspond creatively and productively to
nclV circumstances.
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The shape of our energy future is ia our hands nO\.....
The \'lay we -- Con~ress and the Adninistration __ act
no\\', the initiatives 've cleve::.op jointly nO\·.', the mcasures
lYe enact noh'., ,viII affect the securi ty oFOur nation
and the shapc and stability of our economy for decades
to come.
But it is not just 1985 or the 21st century that
we're talking about. We're talking about 1975, and the
necessity for prompt action today -- prompt action that
will permit us to repair the irn~ediate damage and give
us the opportunity to form a more secure future for
ourselves and our children.
Thank you.
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